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HISTORY 
   
The 筝 zheng, also a generic term for a long plucked boxed zither, is one of the most 
popular instruments among learners of Chinese instruments (Fig. 7.1).  Not to be 
confused with the seven stringed 古琴  guqin, the zheng is an ancient reformed 
instrument that has unrivalled popularity.  Zheng ensembles, where groups of zheng 
players play in unison or in parts, have become fads in various parts of Asia, America 
and Europe.  The instrument, when struck by a beginner, effortlessly produces 
beautiful sounds.  Thus, it does not require much effort to pick up.   

The Han Dynasty historian, 司马迁 Si Maqian, writes in <<史记•列传>> Shi Ji • 
Li Zhuan1 that around 200 BC, the period before the Qin Dynasty, the zheng was 
already a popular instrument that was used as an accompaniment to vocal music.  In 
1970, at an excavation of graves in the Jiangxi province dated to be as old 500 BC, 
two 13-stringed instruments similar to the zheng were found.  These instruments, if 
confirmed to be the first zhengs, would provide a whole new perspective on the zheng’s 
history.  It would prove that long before the pre-Qin Dynasty period, the zheng had 
already spread to 南方越国 Nan Fang Yue Guo (The Southern States), and could have a 
history of thousands of years. 

汉应劭 Han Yingshao’s <<风俗通义>> Feng Su Tong Yi written at the end of the 
Warring Period2 and 许慎 Xu Shen’s 说文解字 Shuo Wen Jie Zi (Explanation of Terms) 
from the Eastern Han period record3 that the first zheng had five strings, had a zither-
like body and was played by hand.  During the Qin and Han dynasties, the instrument 
developed into a 12-stringed one.  By the Tang and Song dynasties, the instrument 
had progressed to 13 strings.  By the Ming and Qin dynasties, the instrument 
possessed 14 to 16 strings.  The appearance of a zheng is similar to that of another 
instrument, a 瑟 se.  Although their names are sometimes used interchangeably, they 
are in fact two different instruments.  Both instruments have different string counts, 
with the se having more strings than the zheng (23 to 25 strings); the se was used in 
court ceremonies, while the zheng was used outside the court.  

There is folklore that credits the appearance of the zheng as a result of two 
quarrelling sisters, who broke a se into two, producing two different zhengs – a 12-
stringed one and a 13-stringed one. 
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Fig. 7.1: The Zheng 
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TUNING & STRUCTURE 
 
The zheng is fitted with strings of different lengths and thickness that are drawn across 
the long and boxed-like body of the instrument (Fig. 7.2).  The end of the string is 
wound and bound to axels found at the extreme right of the instrument (Fig. 7.3).  

 By adjusting the tension created by propping the strings using the bridges, 
different pitches result (Fig. 7.4).  Thus, the bridge acts as a pivot for the string to be 
tuned to a desired pitch.  The desired pitch is created on the right of the string (found 
at the right side of the pivot) by pushing the bridges toward the left or right of the 
body of the instrument.  As such, the string towards the right of the instrument and 
past the bridge is pitched and plucked by the fingers of the right hand (with the 
exception of the last finger).  The performer wears artificial fingernails made of bone, 
shell or acrylic, which are bound by surgical tape onto the flesh of his fingers (Fig. 7.5) 
to pluck at the instrument.  

The left of the instrument (or the side left of the bridge) is un-tuned and 
provides a space for a performer to press at using the fore, middle and ring fingers of 
the left hand.  Portamento effects are created by bending the left side of the instrument 
while using the right hand to pluck at the pitched side of the string (Figs. 7.6 & 7.7).  
Glissandos can also be achieved on the left side of the strings, producing eerie sweeping 
sounds – a result of playing a series of unfixed pitches.  Fingernails are also worn on 
the left hand as they are sometimes used to aid the plucking of the pitched sides of the 
strings.  This is especially seen in arpeggios performed on the zheng.  

The zheng’s role in the Chinese orchestra is debatable, with a 50-strong full 
Chinese orchestra accommodating a maximum of two zheng players.  The instrument 
cannot shift between key changes effectively as it commands a fixed scale.  Instead, 
players must shift the bridges that prop up the strings in order to change the pitches 
of the various strings, effectively re-tuning their instruments whenever there are 
changes in keys.  

In lieu of this restriction, composers seldom exploit the instrument to its full 
potential in Chinese orchestras, often writing only arpeggios and the occasional glissando 
for this instrument.  

The number of strings, tuning structures, types of strings and playing 
techniques vary from region to region in China.  Among the more popular types of 
zheng are: 

 
i. The 13-stringed zheng that is mostly played in the Henan and Zhejiang 

regions.  This form of zheng usually uses strings made of silk and is usually 
tuned to a pentatonic scale in the key of ‘D’ with doh being a ‘D’.  This form 
of zheng is characterised by its depth and richness in tonal colour.  Pieces 
most often played using this form of zheng include 渔舟唱晚 Yu Zhou Chang 
Wan (Song of the Fishing Boats at Night) and 高山流水 Gao Shan Liu Shui  
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Fig. 7.2: Strings are drawn across the body 
Fig. 7.3: End of the string is wound and bound to axels  
Fig. 7.4: Bridges act as a pivot for the strings  
Fig. 7.5: Artificial fingernails  
Figs. 7.6 & 7.7: Bending the strings to produce portamento effects 
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(High Mountains and Flowing Waters) among other traditional Zheng 
repertoire. 

ii. The steel-stringed zheng is popular in Henan, Shandong, Fujian, Chaozhou 
and Guangdong.  Possessing 15 to 18 steel strings of unequal thickness, this 
instrument is also tuned to the pentatonic scale in ‘D’.  However, the tonal 
colour produced by this instrument is bright and clear.  The strings have 
long echoes when plucked, and the effects of portamentos on this instrument 
are especially pronounced.  

iii. The silk-stringed zheng is popular in the Jiangsu and Henan regions.  It makes 
use of 16 strings made of silk of unequal thickness. 

 
The zheng, although considered an ancient instrument, has also been 

subjected to revolution and change.  Zheng players, instrument makers, and more 
importantly, the members (professors and students) at the Shanghai Conservatory of 
Music initiated reformations on the zheng in the 1950s.  The revolutionised zheng used 
the 16-stringed silk string zheng as a foundation and adopted the characteristic features 
of other zhengs, increasing the instrument’s string count to 17, later 19 and eventually 
21, stabilising only in the 1970s with 21 strings.  The revolution widened the range of 
the instrument, increased the instrument’s volume, and created a hybrid of folk tonal 
colours.  The lower ranges of the zheng imitated the tonal colours of the silk-stringed 
zheng, while the higher ranges imitated the tonal colours of the steel-stringed zheng.  
This form of zheng is popularly known as the 古筝 guzheng.  

The revamped guzheng also came in variations of 23, 25 or 28 strings; 
however, despite the variations, the most popular form of guzheng is still the 21 
stringed zheng.  Besides being used in Chinese orchestras or as an accompanying 
instrument, the guzheng has amassed for itself a huge repertoire of solo pieces, rivalling 
those of other traditional instruments. 

The revolution of the zheng saw the instrument undergo changes most 
obvious in terms of strings, from using fine steel or copper or silk, to steel strings 
intertwined with nylon.  The change of strings immediately caused the texture and 
tonal colour of the instrument to change from sharp and folk-like to gentle and 
mellow.   

The rectangular shape of the zheng has also been subject to experimentation.  
The zheng professor, 何宝泉 He Baoquan, of the Shanghai Conservatory of Music is 
most credited with the 蝴蝶筝 (Butterfly Zheng), where the shape of the instrument 
looks like a butterfly and is considered a revolution in zheng invention with its ability 
to play semitones.  

The Butterfly Zheng was developed based on the foundation of the 
traditional zheng.  It has 49 strings and a range between D to d³, including all 
semitones.  

The ranges of the various zhengs are: 
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i. 13 Stringed zheng: A – d² 
ii. 16 Stringed zheng: A – a² 
iii. 21 Stringed zheng: D – d³ 
iv. 25 Stringed zheng: Either A1 – g³ or D – b³ 

 
Common Range of the 21 Stringed Guzheng 

 
The strings of a zheng correspond to the pentatonic scale.  Each string 

produces a single pitch when played.  Due to the instrument’s pentatonic nature, a 
player is required to use his left hand to press on the mi (mediant) and la (submediant) 
strings respectively to obtain the fa (subdominant note) and si (leading note) of a scale, 
bending the pitch of the string to obtain the required semitone.  The bending of 
pitches can be done on all other strings, allowing portamentos to result from any of the 
fixed-pitched strings.  The bending of pitches has since become an integral part of 
zheng technique.  Pitch bending / portamento techniques are epitomised in Shandong, 
Henan and Hakka zheng pieces. 
 Today, progressive zheng pieces do not follow the zheng’s pentatonic scale 
rigidly, with many scores altering the tuning structure of the instrument.  
 
 
TECHNIQUES & TONAL COLOUR 
 
On the 21-stringed guzheng, the lower ranges (D – a) produce sounds that have been 
described as full of depth, while the middle ranges (a – d²) are bright, clear and 
graceful; the middle ranges are the most commonly used.  The higher note regions (d² 
– d³) produce clear and crisp sounds.  

The zheng mainly uses the right hand’s thumb, fore, middle and ring fingers 
to play.  When fitted with artificial fingernails, plucking at the instrument produces 
solid, clear and crisp sounds.  

The plucking position of the right hand affects the type of sounds produced.  
In general, sounds produced near the 山口 shankou (the area at the extreme right of the 
instrument) (Fig. 7.8) are bright and crisp.  Sounds produced nearer to the bridge are 
soft and gentle. 
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Fig. 7.8: Shankou                Fig. 7.11: Artificial fingernails worn on top of the fingers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figs. 7.9 & 7.10: Both hands at work 
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Recent compositions for the zheng emphasise the left hand, which in 
traditional repertoire is seldom used to pluck the strings as it was used purely for 
pitch-bending.  

As the left hand is becoming more independent, nails are sometimes worn 
on the left hand.  On the zheng, the left hand is capable of playing melodies and even 
counterpoint, in the form of chords, rhythms, arpeggios and glissandos.  It harmonises 
and effectively compliments the right hand.  The left hand has become essential in 
large arpeggios and is used for glissandos on the left side of the strings, where the 
strings are of unfixed pitches (Figs. 7.9 & 7.10). 
 In recent compositions the use of 快速指序 kuaisu zhixu, which breaks away 
from traditional groupings of fingers to allow any group of fingers to form its own 
technique with speed, is becoming increasingly popular.  As such, there are techniques 
like multiple fingers doing 遥指 yaozhi (tremelos) instead of confining it to the thumb or 
the forefinger only that have become part of staple zheng technique. 

The zheng’s techniques can be classified into the 弹弦技术  tanxian jishu 
(plucking techniques) and the 按弦技巧  anxian jiqiao (string-pressing techniques). 
Although usually achieved with the right hand, the plucking techniques can also be 
applied to the left hand as well.  Pressing techniques are performed by the right hand. 
 
Glissandos  
 
Glissandos are an important part of zheng repertoire.  Also known as 划奏 huazou or 挂奏 
guazou, the speed and range in which glissandos are produced form characteristics of a 
zheng’s melody.  There are generally two different kinds of glissandos: one is decorative, 
and the other is melodic.  In a decorative glissando, the piece’s melody line is not 
changed.  The glissando becomes an ornament for the basic melody line, glamorising it.  
The glissando fills in gaps of sound formed in a melody.  Thus, it does not affect the 
melody’s tempo and rhythm.  Such glissandos are usually short and fast, spanning over 
a small range of notes.  The melodic glissando, in every sense of the word, demands 
large sweepings of strings that form the main melody of a piece. In this case, the 
glissandos are the melody and form the body of the phrase. 
 
Plucking Techniques  
 
As mentioned, playing the zheng requires the use of artificial fingernails.  However, 
unlike the 琵琶 pipa where the artificial nails are worn on top of a performer’s actual 
fingernails, the zheng’s nails are worn on the fingertips as playing the zheng is effected 
through inward movements of the fingertips. 
  The right hand is positioned in the shape of the letter ‘M’, using the thumb, 
fore and middle fingers to grip the strings (Fig. 7.11).  The fore, middle and ring 
fingers usually pluck in the direction toward the performer, while the thumb plucks in 
the direction away from the performer. 
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Both the pipa and zheng use surgical tape to bind the nails to a performer’s 
fingers and have an extravagant use of symbols to represent various plucking 
techniques.    

Some of the plucking techniques include: 
 
劈 Pi (﹁), where the thumb plucks the strings in a direction toward the performer in 
one movement; 
 
托  Tuo (﹂ ), where the thumb plucks the strings in a direction away from the 
performer in one movement; 
 
抹 Mo (\), where the forefinger plucks strings in the direction of the performer, in one 
movement; 
 
挑  Tiao (/), where the forefinger plucks strings away from the performer, in one 
movement; 
 
勾 Gou (︵), where the middle finger plucks the strings toward the performer in one 
movement; 
 
剔 Ti (︶), where the middle finger plucks strings, away from the performer in one 
movement from outside; and, 
 
提  Ti (ク ), where the fourth finger plucks strings toward the direction of the 
performer in one movement. 
 

The above techniques are all scored above the note.  Techniques from the 
different fingers can be combined together to play chords (i.e. a ti and a tuo can be 
effected together, with the thumb exercising the tuo on one string, while the middle 
finger plucks using the ti on another string. Similarly, the ti and guo, being techniques 
of the same finger, cannot be done simultaneously). 
 
遥指 Yaozhi (Tremolos): 

 
大指遥 Dazhi Yao (   ) is a tremolo that uses the thumb to produce the simultaneous pi 
and tuo techniques (Figs. 7.12, 7.13 & 7.14). 
 
食指遥 Shizhi Yao (   ) is a tremolo that uses the forefingers to produce simultaneous mo 
and tiao techniques. 
 

The tremolo techniques can be scored above or at the right bottom corner of 
a note, and can be effected on more than one string simultaneously.  If scored for  
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        Figs. 7.12, 7.13 & 7.14: 大指遥 Dazhi Yao 
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more than one string, the strings to be played with the tremolo should be neighbouring 
ones. 
   
String-pressing Techniques 
 
Besides plucking strings, the left hand is most responsible for portamentos.  These 
bends in pitch are characteristics of the instrument and can be easily effected on the 
zheng.  The subtleties in the portamentos differentiate a zheng player’s style, feel and a 
piece’s characteristic flavour.  The fingertips add pressure to the left side of the string, 
depressing it to various magnitudes to produce various inflections of sound.  Various 
techniques of the left hand include: 
 
按音 Anyin:  Every string can produce a note up to a third higher from the string’s 
tuned note when the string is depressed on the left side of the bridge (steel-stringed 
zhengs can achieve up to a perfect fourth higher from the original string’s note).  

As the instrument’s lower regions have thicker and tauter strings, a 
performer will have to exert more force in bending the pitch of the strings.  Hence, 
lower strings can usually produce portamentos that are of a second higher than the 
string’s tuned pitch. 

As mentioned earlier, due to the zheng’s pentatonic nature, bending pitches 
are the means to produce the fa and ti of a scale.  Similarly, other semitones (e.g. C#) 
are produced by bending pitches (in this case the C string) as well.  Despite its need 
for a bend, the zheng does not require special scoring of a semitone.  

 
滑音 Huayin:  There are two different forms of huayin (portamento).  上滑音 shang huayin 
occurs when a player strikes the string with his right hand before using his left hand to 
bend the strings, hence raising the pitch.  下滑音 Xia huayin occurs when the player 
bends the string then strikes at the right side of the string, causing a raised note to go 
back to is natural pitch.  The shang huayin is scored with a  between the note to be 
raised and the raised note, while the xia huayin is scored with a  between the raised 
note and the note to be lowered. 
 
吟音 Yinyin:  These are vibratos caused by sliding the left hand to the left side of the 
string, continuously bending the left side of the string up and down while striking the 
right side of the string using the right hand.  This technique is scored with a ‘ ﹋ ’, 
written above a note.  The intensity of the vibratos is affected by the speed at which the 
left hand bends the string. 
 
颤音 Chanyin:  Chanyins are trills, caused by the rapid alternation of two notes.  This 
technique causes an intense vibrating sound effect on the string that is plucked and is 
scored with a ‘tr’ written above a note.  This technique can be produced using one or 
two fingers, or even with both hands.  
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泛音 Fanyin (Harmonics):  The zheng’s harmonics are played by using the left hand to 
gently tap the length of the string, while the right hand strikes at the string 
simultaneously.  Harmonics can only be performed on tuned free strings.  In zheng 
repertoire, harmonics occur mostly between the region of A to a1. 
 
煞音 Shayin:  This muting technique is effected by the left hand immediately pressing 
on the strings after the right hand plucks the string to stop remnant sounds or echoes. 
 
扣弦 Kouxian:  A percussive technique that is usually performed on two or three strings 
simultaneously. The left hand runs its fingers along the length of the strings while the 
right hand strikes the string(s) with yaozhi, producing 哑声 yasheng (muted notes) in a 
glissando-like effect.  This technique of kouxian is used to express the roar of the 
hurricane in 战台风 Zhan Tai Feng (Fighting against the Typhoon). 
 
Chords   
 
Chords can be played on the zheng, with up to eight notes being played simultaneously. 
However, due to its pentatonic nature, chords containing five to eight notes must all 
be played on free strings. If a string is required to be depressed (to achieve a note that 
can only be produced if a string is depressed), a chord produced by the right hand can 
accommodate a maximum of only four notes. Arpeggios, on the other hand, can run 
continuously. 
 
 
REPRESENTATIVES & REPERTOIRE   
 
Repertoire for the zheng can be divided into the traditional, the modern and the 
contemporary. The zheng schools best exemplify traditional pieces.  These pieces have 
no known composer and have been around for hundreds of years.  Modern 
compositions are pieces written between 1949 to 1979, and contemporary 
compositions are pieces written after 1980. 
 
Schools of Zheng 
 
Traditional zheng repertoire, affected deeply by folk traditions, can be categorised into 
its different schools of playing.  Each school is named after a region in China, and 
they each adopts a characteristic style in playing.  Due to the differences in language, 
lifestyle and custom of the various provinces in China, these region-centric zheng 
schools have distinguished themselves from each other by producing representatives 
and performing repertoire that is characteristic to the region.  
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The most popular schools of zheng playing include The Shangdong Zheng 
School, The Henan Zheng School, The Hakka Zheng School, The Teochew Zheng 
School and The Zhejiang Zheng School. 

Shandong zheng pieces were mainly spread around the 鄄城 Juan Cheng region 
in the 菏泽 He Ze area.  The main representatives from the school include 黎连俊 Li 
Lianjun，张念胜 Zhang Niansheng, 张为昭 Zhang Weizhao，赵玉斋 Zhao Yuzhai，樊西雨 

Fan Xiyu, 张 应 易  Zhang Yingyi ，高 自 成  Gao Zicheng and 韩 庭 贵  Han Tinggui.  
Representative Shandong zheng pieces include 高山流水  Gao Shan Liu Shui (High 
Mountains and Flowing Waters), 汉宫秋月 Han Gong Qiu Yue (Autumn Moon over the 
Han Palace), 昭君怨 Zhao Jun Yuan (Lady Zhao Jun’s Lament), 凤翔歌 Feng Xiang Ge, 大
八板 Da Ba Ban and 四段锦 Si Duan Jin.  The Shandong school of playing is glamorous 
and often uses the 勾搭  gouda and exaggerated 按滑  anhua (sliding portamentos) 
techniques.  The school also uses the anhua technique on echoes produced after the 
string has been struck.  Due to this technique, melodic lines often rise and fall 
dramatically.  The school also frequently uses quick and short glissandos and small 
movements of the thumb.  Its music is characteristically light and refreshing. 

The Henan Zheng School’s musical pieces, spread over the whole province of 
Henan, display characteristics of Henan’s local 戏曲 xiqu (operas).  Representative 
figures include 魏子猷 Wei Ziyou, 娄树华 Lou Shuhua, 曹正 Cao Zheng, 梁在平 Liang Zaiping, 
曹东扶 Cao Dongfu, 王省吾 Wang Shengwu and 任清芝 Ren Qingzhi.  Representative pieces 
include 天下大同 Tian Xia Da Tong, 新开板 Xin Kai Ban, 高山流水 Gao Shan Liu Shui 
(High Mountains and Flowing Waters [Henan version]), 打雁 Da Yan, 闺怨 Gui Yuan, 
昭君和番 Zhao Jun He Fan, 落院 Luo Yuan, 上楼 Shang Lou and 下楼 Xia Lou.  The Henan 
zheng style of playing uses a forceful finger grip, quick vibrato and emphasis on crisp 
huayin. Henan zhengs use metallic strings that produce bright and crisp sounds.  Its 
playing technique emphasises large thumb movements and unlike other zheng schools, 
the fingernail of the thumb is not worn on the flesh of the finger but on the nail itself.  
Henan pieces are adept at using thumb tremolos and possess a fiery and rough musical 
personality. 

Hakka zheng musical pieces are spread around the Guangdong regions, where 
the language of Hakka (also known as 客家 Ke Jia) is used.  Hakka zheng pieces are 
derived from Hakka music, which is, in turn, influenced by the Han operas and folk 
songs. Representative figures include 何育斋 He Yuzhai, 罗九香 Luo Jiuxiang, 饶庆雄 Rao 
Qingxiong and 李德礼  Li Deli.  Representative pieces include 出水莲  Chu Shui Lian 
(Lotus Out of Water), 散楚词 San Chu Ci, 玉连环 Yu Lian Huan, 千里缘 Qian Li Yuan 
and 将军令 Jiang Jun Ling (The General’s Command).  The particular feature of Hakka 
zheng pieces is in its categorisation of repertoire into ‘stiff string’ and ‘soft string’ 
pieces.  Stiff string pieces are light-hearted, plain and smooth flowing, while soft string 
musical pieces have fragile beats and are classic and refined.  Hakka zheng pieces are 
very spread out, with a lot of breathing space, possessing small glissandos and plain 
melodies. 
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Teochew zheng pieces, like Hakka pieces, are also common to the province of 
Guangdong.  Like Hakka pieces, Teochew zheng pieces are played where the language 
of Teochew is used (mainly around Chaozhou and Shantou).  Its pieces play 
important roles in Teochew poetry.  Representative figures include 郭鹰 Guo Ying, 苏文

贤 Su Wenxian, 林毛根 Lin Maogen, 黄长福 Huang Changfu and 黄辉远 Huang Huiyuan.  
Representative pieces include 寒鸦戏水 Han Ya Xi Shui (Ospreys Playing on Water), 黄
鹏词 Huang Peng Ci, 昭君怨 Zhao Jun Yuan (Lady Zhao Jun’s Lament [Teochew version]), 
柳青娘 Liu Qing Niang, 平沙落雁 Ping Sha Luo Yan (Wild Geese Landing on the Sand) 
and 小桃红 Xiao Tao Hong.  Teochew zheng pieces have irregular beats, and alternate 
between hard and soft taps on the strings.  These taps are executed quickly while 
playing, and provide sounds of different thickness and length.  Although similar, 
Teochew zheng playing uses greater movement compared to Hakka zheng playing, and 
its sounds are brighter than Hakka pieces.  

The Zhejiang Zheng School is one of the most important to Zheng players.  It 
was the first school to incorporate both left and right hands in plucking of the strings.  
Previous schools used solely the right hand in its plucking and the left hand only for 
pressing at the strings.  As such, modern left hand techniques are evolvements of the 
Zhejiang school.  It was also the first school to incorporate the yaozhi technique.  
Representatives include 蒋荫椿 Jiang Yinchun and 王巽之 Wang Xunzhi.  Representative 
pieces include 将军令 Jiang Jun Ling (The General’s Command), 海清拿天鹅 Hai Qing Na 
Tian E (Hai Qing Catches the Swan) and 云庆 Yun Qing.  

Since the conservatory system was introduced into China, most zheng players 
now do not follow a particular school, repertoire or style of playing.  Instead, they are 
expected to learn a mixture of all pieces to acquaint themselves with the styles of the 
various regions.  As a result, the schools have seen a rapid decline in popularity.  
Increased emphasis is being placed on the technique of the student; as such, many 
new generation players are not acquainted with the schools of zheng.  While the 
technique of zheng players has progressed greatly over the past few years, many new 
generation zheng players seem to have forgotten the root of their repertoire and the 
flavour associated with the traditional pieces. 

As a result of the conservatory system and the modernisation of the zheng, 
compositions emerged in the 1950s and 60s to challenge the new zheng student.  Not 
surprisingly, some of these pieces are a combination of the different zheng school 
styles. 
  These pieces are known as the modern compositions and some of them 
include 战台风  Zhan Tai Feng (Fighting Against the Typhoon) by 王昌元  Wang 
Changyuan, 雪山春晓 Xue Shan Chun Xiao by 范上娥 Fan Shang E, 东海渔歌 Dong Hai Yu 
Ge (Fishermen’s Song of the Eastern Seas) by 张燕 Zhang Yan and 丰收锣鼓 Feng Shou 
Luo Gu (Bumper Harvest) by 李祖基 Li Zuji.  

The contemporary compositions mostly abandoned the zheng’s pentatonic 
tuning nature and opt for different structures in tuning.  Contemporary repertoire 
includes 徐晓林 Xu Xiaolin’s 黔中赋 Qian Zhong Fu, 山魅 Shan Mei and 抒情幻想曲 Shu 
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Qing Huan Xiang Qu, 王中山 Wang Zhongshan’s 溟山 Ming Shan (Ming Mountain) and 暗
香 An Xiang (Gloomy Fragrance), and 王建民 Wang Jian Min’s 幻想曲 Huan Xiang Qu 
(Fantasia). 

Representatives of the Guzheng include 何宝泉 He Baoquan, 范上娥 Fan Shan 
E, 王中山 Wang Zhongshan, 林玲 Lin Ling, 李萌 Li Meng and 袁莎 Yuan Sha.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 ‘大夫瓮叩岳，弹争搏髀而歌呼呜呜快耳目者，真秦之声也’ Da Fu Weng Kou Yue, Tan Zheng Bo Bi Er 
Ge Hu Wu Wu Kuai Er Mu Zhe, Zhen Qin Zhi Sheng Ye 
 
2 ‘筝，五弦筑身也 ’ Zheng, Wu Xian Zhu Shen Ye roughly translated means Zheng – a five stringed 
instrument with a Zhu body. 
 
3 ‘筝，鼓弦筑身也’ Zheng, Gu Xian Zhu Shen Ye and ‘筑，以竹曲五弦之乐也’ Zhu, Yi Zhu Qu Wu Xian 
Zhi Yue Ye roughly translated means Zheng – a stringed instrument with a Zhu body and Zhu –  a five-
stringed wooden musical instrument. 
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